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About This Game

Warlock's Tower is punishing puzzler with elegantly designed levels around one brutal rule - one move equals one life lost.
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I love this game, definitely recommend for puzzle fans. The levels get nice and difficult but never unfair. It's clear how each
game element works - steps, gems, enemies, teleporting, conveyors, swapping, levers, pits etc. There's no undo button but you
can drop a checkpoint flag, so you can explore or try different ideas without losing your level position. Solving the puzzles
requires a nice mix of logical deduction for what the order must be and experimentation to try out different ideas.

The aesthetic is simple but fun and nostalgic. The focus is on the puzzles not the story, but there are a few NPCs to reach as well
as your friend Jess and the wizard. He speaks in deliberately funny English, you can switch to standard English or Portuguese in
the settings if you want but the silly version is charming. There's a nice little ending sequence if you make it that far too.
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